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Abstract. Anomalies in short baseline experiments have been interpreted as
evidence for additional neutrino mass states with large mass splittings from
the known, active flavors. This explanation mandates a corresponding signa-
ture in the muon neutrino disappearance channel, which has yet to be observed.
Searches for muon neutrino disappearance at the IceCube neutrino telescope
presently provide the strongest limits in the space of mixing angles for eV-
scale sterile neutrinos. This proceeding for the Very Large Volume Neutrino
Telescopes (VLVnT) Workshop summarizes the IceCube analyses that have
searched for sterile neutrinos and describes ongoing work toward enhanced,
high-statistics sterile neutrino searches.
1 Introduction
Sterile neutrinos are hypothetical particles that have been invoked to explain anomalies in
short baseline accelerator decay-at-rest [1] and decay-in-flight experiments [2], reactor neu-
trino fluxes [3, 4] and radioactive source experiments [5]. In low-energy, short baseline exper-
iments that are sensitive to νe appearance, matter effects can be neglected and an oscillation
of the form:
Pνµ→νe = sin
2 2θµe sin2
[
∆m2L
4E
]
(1)
is predicted. A large ∆m2 thus introduces an oscillation at a small characteristic L/E, with
the effective mixing parameter, sin2 2θµe governing the amplitude of oscillation. To introduce
flavor-change at similar L/E as exhibited in the MiniBooNE and LSND experiments, mixing
parameters sin2 2θµe of 10−3 or larger are required, with favored parameter space in the one-
to-few eV2 mass splittings. [6–8].
Oscillations in experiments sensitive to disappearance signatures exhibit a similar func-
tional form but with a different effective mixing parameters. Oscillation probabilities in the
absence of matter effects take the form:
Pνα→να = 1 − sin2 2θαα sin2
[
∆m2L
4E
]
, (2)
Where α is the disappearing flavor. To explain apparent anomalies in disappearance exper-
iments, mixing parameters sin2 2θee of O(0.1) and ∆m2 values of larger than ∼0.3 eV2 are
required [9].
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Figure 1. Left: theoretical oscillation probabilities displaying matter resonance; Right: observable
signature of this parameter point in the IceCube high-energy sterile neutrino search.
In the minimal scenario with a single heavy sterile neutrino (3+1), the effective mixing
parameters in vacuum-like oscillation experiments sin2 2θµe and sin2 2θee can be related to
elements of an extended leptonic mixing matrix via:
sin2 2θee = 4|Ue4|2(1 − |Ue4|2), sin2 2θµµ = 4|Uµ4|2(1 − |Uµ4|2), sin2 2θµe = 4|Uµ4|2|Ue4|2
(3)
A finite νµ → νe appearance signature implies a finite value for both sin2 2θµµ and sin2 2θee. A
generic prediction of sterile neutrino models that explain short baseline νµ → νe appearance
anomalies is that there should be a finite disappearance signature in the channel νµ → νµ.
Muon neutrino disappearance can be probed by atmospheric neutrino oscillation exper-
iments such as SuperKamiokande [10] and IceCube [11, 12], as well as accelerator neu-
trino experiments [13, 14]. Of these, IceCube probes the highest energy range, with a high-
statistics sample of well-reconstructed atmospheric neutrinos spanning the range 6 GeV to
20 TeV. This is a regime where matter effects are not only non-negligible, but can be very
large. For a 1 eV2 sterile neutrino, for example, a large matter-induced resonance would be
expected at 3 TeV, greatly amplifying the ordinarily small oscillation probability [15–19]. An
example oscillation spectrum calculated by the NuSQUIDS software package [20] is shown in
Fig 1.
IceCube has performed searches for sterile neutrinos in both high-energy [11] and low-
energy [12] data samples. No evidence for anomalous muon neutrino disappearance was
observed in either case. These null observations, along with disappearance constraints from
other experiments, have introduced a severe tension into sterile neutrino models. The viable
parameter space for a simple sterile neutrino explanation of short baseline and νe disappear-
ance anomalies is now small according to some commentators [21] and vanishing according
to others [22]. This has prompted consideration of more exotic scenarios to explain the
anomalies, which may [23–26] or may not [27–31] include sterile neutrinos. A new high-
energy sterile neutrino analysis from IceCube using seven years of data and commensurately
improved control of systematic uncertainties is now in preparation. This analysis will probe
the region of small mixing angles to further constrain the parameter space of sterile neutrino
models.
In this proceeding we briefly describe the one-year IceCube high-energy sterile neutrino
analysis (Sec. 2), the three-year IceCube low-energy sterile neutrino analysis (Sec. 3), and
the forth-coming seven-year IceCube sterile neutrino search (Sec. 4).
Figure 2. 90% CL limit from the IceCube high-energy sterile neutrino search compared with allowed
regions from appearance experiments (blue) and limits at the time of publication (grey/black), as well
as subsequent νµ disappearance results published since (purple).
2 IceCube high-energy Sterile Neutrino Search
The high-energy sterile neutrino search at IceCube [11] used one year of atmospheric neu-
trino data passing an event selection developed for a search for diffuse astrophysical muon
neutrinos [32]. The up-going tracks from atmospheric neutrinos dominate below ∼100 TeV,
and have a particularly clean signature, with the Earth acting as a filter against contamination
from muons created in cosmic ray air showers. The sample is thus effectively background-
free. The dataset used to search for resonant sterile neutrino oscillations contains 20,145
reconstructed up-going muon tracks in the approximate energy range 320 GeV to 20 TeV.
In order to remain sub-dominant to statistical uncertainty, systematic uncertainties in the
shape of the reconstructed spectrum must be controlled at the level of around 6-7% per bin.
The dominant uncertainties include the properties of the South Pole ice [33], efficiency of
the digital optical modules [34], and the atmospheric neutrino flux shape, which was param-
eterized by a tunable spectral index, ν¯/ν ratio, pi/K production ratio and a set of discrete pri-
mary cosmic ray models propagated via the MCEq cascade calculation [35, 36]. Additional
sources of systematic uncertainty including neutrino cross section, Earth density model and
atmospheric density profile were also incorporated, but shown to be sub-dominant.
No evidence for oscillation was found within experimental sensitivity. This places a
strong constraint on the mixing angle sin2 2θ24 extending to 0.02 at 0.3 eV2. This limit on
θ24 is constructed with the conservative choice of θ34 = 0. A stronger limit in sin2 2θ24 is im-
plied for non-zero θ34 [19]. The negative IceCube result, compared to other negative results
obtained from searches for νµ disappearance experiments as well as and the allowed region
from appearance experiments at the time of the IceCube publication are shown in Fig 2.
Figure 3. Results from the IceCube low-energy sterile neutrino search assuming each mass ordering,
compared to similar results from SuperKamiokande.
3 IceCube Low-energy Sterile Neutrino Search
At low energies (<100 GeV) IceCube is sensitive to standard atmospheric neutrino oscilla-
tions [37]. The inclusion of sterile neutrino mixing within an extended neutral lepton mixing
matrix impacts the oscillation probability in this region [38], with scale of effect proportional
to the matter density traversed. In IceCube, the observable effect is independent of ∆m2
within the mass range of interest, since the oscillations are fast enough to be averaged by the
energy resolution of the detector. The most pronounced effect is expected at an energy of 20
GeV for upgoing muons [12].
An event selection was developed to isolate muon neutrino events between 6.3 and
56 GeV, and applied to three years of IceCube data to yield 5,118 total events. Because
of their low energies, reconstruction is more challenging and background rejection more dif-
ficult than in the higher energy sample. To mitigate against backgrounds, the DeepCore
sub-array was used for event selection and reconstruction with the remainder of the IceCube
array serving as a veto against atmospheric muon backgrounds.
At these energies the properties of the refrozen ice in the immediate vicinity of the detec-
tor strings dominates the ice uncertainty budget. Along with digital optical module efficiency,
this represents the largest detector systematic uncertainty. low-energy neutrino interactions
require control of distinct cross section uncertainties to the high-energy, deep inelastic sam-
ples, including the resonant and quasielastic axial masses. Flux parameter uncertainties in-
cluding spectral index and an energy dependent ν/ν¯ flux ratio are included. Finally, since
lower energy muons are more challenging to reconstruct and select than their higher energy
counterparts, νe and atmospheric muon contamination in the sample is calculated and param-
eterized with an uncertainty.
No evidence of atmospheric muon neutrino disappearace was observed, leading to a
limit expressed in terms of the mixing matrix elements |Uµ4|2 = sin2 θ24 and |Uτ4|2 =
sin2 θ34 cos2 θ34, shown in Fig. 3
4 Future Plans
The IceCube collaboration is preparing an extended, 7 year high-energy sterile neutrino
search. The event selection has been enhanced, with increased efficiency, especially at low-
energy, while retaining an effectively background-free selection. The number of expected
event is approximately 280,000, which is 13 times as many as in the published one-year anal-
ysis. With this enhancement of statistical precision comes a need for corresponding control
of systematic uncertainties, which have undergone significant improvements for this analysis.
Bulk ice uncertainties arising from the depth-dependent dust distribution within the Ice-
Cube detector have been studied using a multidimensional procedure producing covariance
matrices in analysis space. These matrices encode the ice model variability allowed within
constraints from LED calibration data, complete with all depth-dependent correlations, ex-
tending beyond the effective uncertainty on global absorption and scattering coefficients used
in previous analyses. A continuous parameterizartion of refrozen hole ice scattering has
been incorporated, deriving from advances in understanding its properties from lower energy
analyses. An advanced treatment of the atmospheric flux parameters has been implemented
using the “Barr scheme” [39], applying 6 effective parameters that capture the uncertainty in
hadronic modelling of the air shower, constrained by collider data. This replaces the effective
pi/K and ν/ν¯ parameters with a more physically motivated and complete uncertainty param-
eterization. Finally, the next generation of the sterile neutrino search will treat the effects of
non-zero θ34 explicitly, to provide confidence intervals in θ24 and ∆m2 at several fixed θ34
points, rather than simply providing the most conservative limit at θ34 = 0.
The next-generation high-energy sterile neutrino search at IceCube is in development
and will have unprecedented sensitivity to muon neutrino disappearance using high-energy
atmospheric neutrinos. Observation of such a disappearance signature would represent a
major discovery. If no disappearance is observed, however, further severe limitations will be
placed on sterile neutrino models to explain the short baseline neutrino anomalies.
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